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Abstract—Optical wireless communications (OWCs) refer to
wireless communication technologies which utilize optical car-
riers in infrared (IR), visible light, or ultraviolet (UV) bands
of electromagnetic spectrum (EM). For the sake of an OWC
link design and performance evaluation, a comprehensive un-
derstanding and an accurate prediction of link behavior are
indispensable. Therefore, accurate and efficient channel models
are crucial for the OWC link design. This paper first provides a
brief history of OWCs. It also considers OWC channel scenarios
and their utilization trade-off in terms of optical carrier, range,
mobility, and power efficiency. Furthermore, the main optical
channel characteristics that affect the OWC link performance are
investigated. A comprehensive overview of the most important
OWCs channel measurement campaigns and channel models,
primarily for wireless infrared communications (WIRCs) and vis-
ible light communications (VLCs), are presented. OWCs channel
models are further compared in terms of computation speed,
complexity, and accuracy. The survey considers indoor, outdoor,
underground, and underwater communication environments. Fi-
nally, future research directions in OWCs channel measurements
and models are addressed.
Index Terms—Wireless infrared communications, visible light
communications, optical wireless channel characteristics, optical
wireless channel measurements, optical wireless channel models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radio frequency (RF) wireless systems designers have
been facing the continuously increasing demand for high
capacity and high data rates required by new wireless ap-
plications. Therefore, researchers have been focusing on the
fifth generation (5G) wireless communication systems that
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Fig. 1. The optical spectrum.
are expected to be deployed around 2020 [1]. Various po-
tential promising technologies for 5G systems have been
suggested, such as massive multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) [2], cell densification, cognitive radio networks, and
millimeter wave (mmWave) communications [3] [4]. Further
shifting beyond mmWave frequencies, there is about 0.3–
30000 THz of bandwidth that does not fall under the federal
communications commission (FCC) regulations called optical
spectrum [5]. Wireless communications in optical window is
called optical wireless communications (OWCs). OWCs utilize
three different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum (EM),
i.e., infrared (IR), visible light, and ultraviolet (UV). The
optical spectrum window is illustrated in Fig. 1. Wireless
infrared communication (WIRC) systems utilize the near-
infrared (NIR) portion (IR-A) which occupies wavelengths
from 780 nm to 1400 nm of the entire IR wavelength range
(780–106 nm). IR-A extends from the nominal red edge of
the visible spectrum. Originally, IR-A was targeted for short-
range wireless communications. IR-B (1400–3000 nm) is used
mainly for long distance communications either guided (op-
tical fibre) or free space optical communications. While, IR-C
portion (3000–106 nm), which is also called thermal imaging
region, has been extensively used for military applications
such as missiles homing and civilian purposes such as remote
temperature sensing. Visible light communications (VLCs) use
the entire visible light wavelength region (380–780 nm). Wire-
less ultraviolet communications (WUVCs) employ UV-C (200
–280 nm, the deep UV) segment of the entire UV wavelength
range (10–380 nm) [6], [7]. Furthermore, UV-A and UV-B are
suitable for a wide range of applications including commercial,
military, medicine, and dentistry applications [8]. The last part
of the UV spectrum called extreme ultraviolet (EUV). This
range of wavelengths is absorbed almost completely by the
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earth’s atmosphere [9]. Therefore EUV requiring high vacuum
for transmission.
Looking back into history, OWCs predate RF techniques
by many centuries. Each nation had its own way of using
fire signals to warn possible invasion or announce victory.
About 800 BC, ancient Greeks and Romans used fire beacons
in order to guide ships toward the mainland. In 1880, a
light based telephone called photophone was innovated by
Alexander Graham Bell to send and receive sound clearly
over sunlight via unguided channel for a distance of some
213 m, and shorter ranges were covered using various lamps
as a light source. Photophone was considered as the first VLC
device [10]. For military purposes, German Army introduced
IR photophones in 1935. The light source was a tungsten
filament lamp combined with an IR transmitting filter. IR
photophones succeeded in communicating over a range of
3 km at daylight and a clear weather [11]. In 1955, Rubin
Braunstein, from the Radio Corporation of America (RCA),
reported IR emission from a simple diode structured from
gallium arsenide (GaAs). Two years later, in 1957, Braunstein
further demonstrated that such a diode can be used for WIRCs
through sending an audio signal to be detected by a lead
sulfide (PbS) diode some distance away [12]. In 1962, Texas
instruments (TI) manufactured the first commercial infrared
light-emitting diode (IRED) product, which was structured
from GaAs compound with emission in the 900 nm wavelength
range [13]. By the fall of 1962, groups at IBM research
laboratory, MIT Lincoln laboratory, and general electric (GE)
succeeded in demonstrating IR laser diode (LD) [14]. During
the same year, unlike others in RCA, Nick Holonyak chose
gallium arsenide phosphide (GaAsP) alloy rather than off-
the-shelf GaAs to produce first visible lasing and non-lasing
light-emitting diode (LED). Holonyak is seen as the “father of
the light-emitting diode” [13]. Thenceforth, advanced visible
LEDs, which are capable of switching between different light
intensity levels at a very fast rate, became available. The
switching speed was fast enough to be imperceptible by human
eyes. Consequently, a short VLC link of 5 m was first proposed
in [15]. In VLCs, phosphor-based white-LEDs or red, green,
blue LEDs (RGB LEDs) are used as a data transmitters, while
a p-type/intrinsic/n-type (PIN) diode, avalanche photodiode
(APD), or optical camera can be utilized as optical receivers.
On the other hand, studies on WUVC techniques date back
to at least 1945 [7], mainly for long range communication
based on UV-A sources such as carbon arcs, low pressure
mercury arc lamps, gallium lamps, and nitrogen filled tubes.
These devices are typically bulky, power hungry, or bandwidth
limited [8], while receivers were, in most cases, photomulti-
plier tubes (PMTs) [16]. The first UV-A LED was reported by
Jacques Pankove at RCA in 1972 using gallium nitride (GaN)
alloy. Sensor Electronics Technology (SET) has developed
a state-of-the-art miniaturized UV-C LEDs, called UVTOP
series, in 2002 [17]. Since then, UV-C has the potential to
be used in short-range wireless communication and sensing.
The very latest UV LEDs-based communication test-bed was
reported in [18]. The setup can reliably deliver a data rate
of 2.4 kbps for a vertically pointing transmitter and receiver
of 11 m separation. Rapid development in compound semi-
conductor design and fabrication of LEDs, photodiodes (PDs),
and filters, has inspired recent research and development in the
OWC technology.
Since IR, visible light, and UV bands exhibit different
optical properties, the propagation characteristics of the optical
channel between the optical transmitter or source (OTx) and
the optical receiver (ORx), are therefore different. Conse-
quently, an accurate propagation channel model is indispens-
able to design an accurate and an efficient OWC system.
In the literature, many survey papers have been published
in terms of channel measurements and models in IR and
UV bands, while very few in the visible light band. The
previous work considered each band individually such as [7],
[11], [19], [20]–[22] or in a specific environment as in [23]
–[25]. This motivates the need to present a comprehensive
survey of optical wireless channel measurements and models
that conducted in IR and visible light bands considering
different environments, i.e., indoor, outdoor, underwater and
underground.
The rest of the survey is organized as follows. Section II
providing an overview of WIRCs, VLCs, and WUVCs tech-
nologies in terms of evolution and growth. In Section III,
various scenarios of OWCs links are presented and the trade-
off between their features is thoroughly explained. OWCs
channels’ characteristics have been detailed in Section IV.
An overview of measurement campaigns and the state-of-
the-art of indoor OWCs channel models are presented in
Section V. Outdoor OWCs channel models and measurement
efforts are introduced in Section VI. In Section VII, Under-
water OWCs channel modeling approaches and measurement
trials are given. While underground OWCs channel models
and measurement campaigns are reviewed in Section VIII.
The future research directions for conducting OWCs channel
measurements and models are outlined in Section IX. Finally,
concluding remarks are drawn in Section X.
II. OPTICAL WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS (OWCS)
Shifting to higher frequencies towards optical frequencies
reduces the wavelength of the electromagnetic waves. There-
fore, the propagation loss through a specific environment is
typically very high due to path loss (PL), which is proportional
to 1/λ2 [26], and scattering (proportional to 1/λ4 in case of
Rayleigh scattering) [27]. This limits the range of commu-
nication systems, but it makes OWCs attractive for a vari-
ety of short-range wireless communication applications [28].
Although there are some differentiations among IR, visible
light, and UV characteristics, OWCs in general, utilize the
intensity modulation (IM) scheme. This is due to the fact that
the phase or frequency modulation of the incoherent waves
is difficult [29]. On the other hand, direct detection (DD) is
considered as the most practical down-conversion technique.
Due to the reduced cost and complexity, IM/DD has been
considered as the de-facto modulation scheme for OWCs [10].
OWCs suggest several notable features in terms of ecology,
economy, and security when compared with RF commu-
nications. In this context, OWCs have no health concerns
since optical frequencies are non-ionizing radiation. In terms
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of economy, OWCs are energy-efficient, low-cost [1], and
offer higher area spectral efficiency (ASE), particularly in
VLCs [30]. Last but not least, OWCs have inherent security
due to spatial confinement of optical beams, taking into
account that UV-C cannot even penetrate ordinary window
glass [31]. In the following subsections, we highlight the most
important research topics in the field of OWCs development
in addition to present some engaging features for each op-
tical window.
A. Wireless Infrared Communications (WIRCs)
As a complementary access technology to the RF tech-
niques, a WIRC system was first proposed as a medium for
short-range wireless communication more than three decades
ago. IRED sources operating at 950 nm are used to establish
an indoor optical wireless link of range up to 50 m [32].
Initially, several IR commercial products were available. IR
devices from the same manufacturer could communicate with
each other while competing manufacturers tended not to be
interoperable. This necessitated, of course, establishment of a
ubiquitous IR standard. Consequently, in 1993, the infrared
data association (IrDA) had its first meeting. Accordingly,
the first wireless infrared transmission standard promoted by
a hundred of companies just one year and two days after
the initial meeting [33]. IrDA suggests recommendations for
short line-of-sight (LoS) links of range up to 1 m [34].
IrDA today permits tens of millions of users to easily beam
data between handheld devices such as mobiles, laptops,
and camcorders. According to IrDA, data can be exchanged
through different protocols such as infrared mobile commu-
nications (IrMC), infrared communications (IrCOMM), and
object exchange (OBEX) [35]. In 1999, IEEE 802.11 stan-
dard was released. Diffuse infrared physical layer (IR PHY)
and medium-access control (MAC) layer technologies were
specified in a specific clause. Unlike IrDA, the IR PHY is not
directed and operates only in indoor environments. According
to IEEE 802.11, different local area networks (LANs) using
the IR PHY can operate in adjacent rooms separated only by a
wall without interference, and no possibility of eavesdropping.
IR PHY intended to allow for reliable operation at link lengths
up to 10 m utilizing OTx of peak-power wavelength between
850 nm and 950 nm [34]. However, the mechanisms described
in that clause are obsolete today [36]. In terms of safety, eye
safety restrictions should be considered in WIRCs [37]. This
is due the fact that IR-A rays can pass through the cornea
and lens and focused on the retina. Therefore, intense IR-A
exposure of the eye may cause retinal burns. Furthermore,
since IR-B and IR-C can be absorbed by the cornea and lens,
thermal injuries of the cornea and lens can occur after many
years of exposure [38]. In terms of applicable environments,
WIRCs have been applied in indoor, outdoor, and underground
communication environments.
B. Visible Light Communications (VLCs)
Tech visionaries promised a bright future, in which, the
fluorescent lamps and the wasteful little heaters incandescent
light bulbs will be replaced with cool and efficient WLEDs. In
the past decade or so, the implementation of LEDs lighting has
been increased to a level where, in some parts of the world,
incandescent bulbs have become obsolete [39]. Furthermore,
more than a dozen countries have already enacted legislation
that bans, or will soon ban incandescent bulbs [40]. The idea
of illumination and data transmission simultaneously by using
WLED was first proposed, for wireless home link (WHL), by
a research group at Keio University in Japan [15]. In 2003, the
visible light communications consortium (VLCC) was estab-
lished by Nakagawa Laboratories in partnership with CASIO,
NEC, and Toshiba in Japan [41]. VLC technology became suf-
ficiently mature to be standardized by IEEE 802.17.5 working
group, in 2011 [42]. IEEE 802.17.5 included the link layer
and physical layer design specifications. Based on VLC idea,
light fidelity (Li-Fi) term is coined by Harald Haas [6]. Li-Fi
providing bi-directional VLC system by utilizing IR or Wi-
Fi for uplink. For instance, the first generation, commercially
available full duplex Li-Fi modem using IR for the uplink
channel was announced by pureLiFi [43]. OLEDCOMM was
the first European company that starts to commercialize Li-
Fi communication solutions a worldwide level [44]. Most
recently, IEEE 802.15.7 task group announced a call for
proposals (CFP) for the development of the IEEE 802.15.7 r1
standard to be revealed by the end of 2017 [45]. IEEE
802.15.7r1 technical consideration document aims to provide
three main sections including optical camera communication
(OCC), Li-Fi, and LED-identification (LED-ID). OCC is a
VLC system but combined with a camera. OCC provide triple
functions, i.e., illumination, data transmission/receiving, and
positioning/localization.
Unlike WIRCs and WUVCs, VLCs possess the ability to
provide illumination and wireless broadband communication
simultaneously. Hence, WLEDs lighting features, compared
with the conventional lighting technologies, i.e., incandescent
and fluorescent bulbs, should be considered. WLEDs have
high luminous efficiency (consumed electricity to provide the
intended illumination) of 107 lumens/watt (LED T8 Tube) [46]
compared to 15 lumens/watt and 60 lumens/watt for incan-
descent and fluorescent bulbs, respectively [21]. Similarly,
WLEDs have a long lifespan of 50000 hours compared to
1200 hours and 10000 for incandescent and fluorescent bulbs,
respectively. Furthermore, LEDs (or Organic LEDs (OLEDs)
for future VLCs) are environmental friendly, without Mercury
or any other hazardous substances and with low heat radiation
in case of long period of continuous usage. However, intense
visible light exposure can lead to thermal retinal injuries.
Therefore, illumination must comply with the lighting stan-
dards to ensure eye safety and avoid light flicker. For instance,
illuminance span of 300–1500 lux is required for typical
office work [47]. VLCs can be applied in indoor, outdoor,
underwater, and underground communication environments.
C. Wireless Ultraviolet Communications (WUVCs)
Within the entire UV spectrum, the UV-C band exhibits
unique properties present the opportunity to overcome some
specific OWCs challenges. UV-C band is solar blind, which
means that UV-C in the solar radiation has been mostly
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absorbed by ozone in the upper atmosphere [48]. Therefore,
employing a wide field-of-view (FoV) ORx, the WUVC
systems will encounter virtually noiseless communication
channel, and hence achieve excellent signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) [49]. That is not the case, for example, with WIRCs
and VLCs because of the non-negligible ambient light inter-
ference due to background solar radiation. Furthermore, UV
light is strongly scattered by molecules, aerosols, haze, fog,
and other particles in the atmosphere because of the short
wavelength (Rayleigh scattering). This is, however, can be
exploited to relax or eliminate the acquisition, pointing, and
tracking (APT) requirements. Consequently, a non-directed
non-line-of-sight (NDNLoS) WUVC link can be established
easily when the directed LoS (DLoS) link is vulnerable to
being blocked. This is due that some of the transmitted light,
which is scattered in the direction of the ORx, will be detected
and a communication channel will be established [50]. In
case of DLoS link, when the communication range increases
or visibility decreases (high aerosol concentration), forward
scattering may significantly affect link performance. While,
decreased visible range may result in enhanced NDNLoS
link [8]. Therefore, most of WUVC applications relay on
NDNLoS links. This mechanism is, however, the opposite of
that in conventional WIRCs and VLCs channels. In terms of
safety, WUVCs applications must be tempered by eye and skin
exposure limits. In this context, UV-A rays can be absorbed by
eye lens and hence can cause cataracts. While UV-B and UV-C
rays are absorbed by the cornea and may damage the corneal
tissue. On the other hand, UV radiation is believed to cause
long-term effects such as skin aging and skin cancer [38].
Finally, it is worth to mention that although the WUVCs have
existed for decades, the realization of compact, low-power
systems has only recently begun to materialize and therefore,
a variety of potential applications and research topics remain
open [7]. WUVCs have been applied in indoor, outdoor, and
underwater communication environments [51].
III. OWC CHANNEL SCENARIOS
The characteristics of the optical wireless channel can
vary significantly depending on the optical wireless channel
scenario (also called link configuration, link design or topology
in many literature). This section presents the most common
optical wireless link designs, while their specifications and
the trade-off between them have been explained in the follow-
ing subsections. In principle, all communication technologies
within OWCs share common link designs. However, some
link designs are only applicable for specific scenarios and
such examples will be presented. Basically, it is convenient to
classify OWC link configurations according to three criteria.
Firstly, the degree of directionality of the OTx and ORx.
Secondly, the existence of uninterrupted LoS path between
the OTx and ORx. Thirdly, the OTx divergence angle and
the FoV of the ORx. Accordingly, there are four common
link configurations mostly referred in literature as 1) DLoS;
2) Non-Directed LoS (NDLoS); 3) NDNLoS; and 4) Tracked
[10], [8], [52], [53]. Aforementioned link configuration clas-
sifications are illustrated in Fig. 2.
OTx
ORx
(a) DLoS
OTx
ORxORx
FOV
(b) NDLoS
ORxOTx
(c) NDNLoS
OTx
ORx
(d) Tracked
OTx ORx
Aerosols
Molecules
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(e) NDNLoS/Wide FoV
OTx ORx
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Molecules
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(f) NDNLoS/Narrow FoV
Fig. 2. OWC channel scenarios.
1) DLoS: This design is shown in Fig. 2(a). It is practicable
in all OWCs technologies, especially in WIRCs. DLoS is also
applicable in all above environments. It is established when
the OTx is oriented towards the ORx. This design is utilized
in point-to-point (P2P) and simple peer-to-peer networking
OWC links [54]. It is commonly used for indoor short-range
communications. Whereas, for outdoor communications, lasers
rather than LEDs are being employed in most cases, e.g., free
space optical networking architecture (FSONA) technology
which utilizes IR-B band [55]. DLoS design offers low power
requirement (maximizes power efficiency) because the optical
channel loss will be limited only by free space PL and hence
higher data rate can be obtained. This is, however, at the cost
of limited mobility, small coverage area, and stringent link
alignment [56]. The main drawback of DLoS link is sensitive
to blockage and shadowing [53].
2) NDLoS: Sometimes called wide LoS (WLoS) [57].
This link is most suitable for point to multipoint indoor
communication applications. As seen in Fig. 2(b), this design
exhibits more flexibility since both OTx and ORx have wide
optical aperture, i.e., wide beam divergence angle for the OTx
and wide FoV for the ORx. Accordingly, no alignment is
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necessary and therefore, NDLoS links may be more convenient
to use, particularly for mobile terminals since they do not
require orientation of the OTx or the ORx [53]. Furthermore,
due to reflections from rooms walls, objects and fixtures,
this link configuration shows more robustness to shadowing
and blockage. On the other hand, reflections are considered
the main reason for increasing the PL in addition to mul-
tipath dispersion which ultimately leads to the transmission
bandwidth limitation [56]. NDLoS links are applicable in all
OWCs technologies, particularly in VLCs, since it provides
illumination in the first place. This scenario is most applicable
in indoor and underground communication environments.
3) NDNLoS: This link design does not impose LoS connec-
tion between the OTx and ORx. This design is well known as
diffuse link configuration in WIRCs. In this configuration, an
OTx with wide beam divergence is pointed towards the ceiling.
The diffuse reflections off ceiling, walls, and objects are used
to establish a link to a wide FoV ORx that also faces the
ceiling as shown in Fig. 2(c). Diffuse link maintains sustained
connection between the OTx and ORx. Consequently, this will
offer users a wide degree of mobility and high robustness
against link loss due to blockage [58]. Since no LoS required,
the diffuse configuration is considered the most convenient for
both infrastructure and ad hoc networks. Unfortunately, diffuse
configuration sustains high PL due to the absence of a direct
path, typically 50-70 dB for a horizontal separation of 5 m in
WIRCs [10]. In addition to high PL, diffuse configuration ex-
periences multipath dispersion. Multipath dispersion induced
intersymbol interference (ISI) and consequently bit error rate
(BER) degradation and hence limiting data rate [59]. Multipath
power penalty is added in order to overcome ISI, therefore this
link configuration is less power efficient than aforementioned
links. Furthermore, NDNLoS link configuration is commonly
used in WUVCs, but it is based on scattering from the particles
in the atmosphere rather than diffuse reflection in WIRCs
as illustrated in Fig. 2(e) and Fig. 2(f). Based on a specific
application, the ORx can be of wide or narrow FoV. Unlike
diffuse WIRC link, the distance between the OTx and ORx in
case of WUVC links is further. NDNLoS link configurations
are more viable in WIRCs and WUVCs than in VLCs [60].
This link scenario is more relevant to indoor WIRCs and
outdoor WUVCs.
4) Tracked: This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 2(d). It is
proposed to enable user mobility, improve power efficiency,
reduce multipath induced ISI, and provide high data rate within
one link configuration [61]. A tracked system could be incor-
porated in either a ceiling-mounted transceiver (base station) or
in a mobile terminal or both [62]. Tracking mechanism is done
through three main components: an acquisition unit to observe
the presence of a new mobile station within a specific area, a
tracking unit to track this new mobile station, and pointing unit
to aim the optical beam so that it is on or closely parallel to
the required optical path (with tolerable offset). This technique
is known as APT. Tracked configuration is more feasible in
indoor WIRCs. However, mechanically steerable optics are
expensive and difficult to miniaturize. Consequently, a solid-
state tracking system that eliminates steering requirements was
proposed in [62].
As a summary with the help of Section II and III, we
can briefly show the key differences between WIRCs, VLCs,
and WUVCs technologies as detailed in Table I. Here, RF
communication technology has been added to the comparison
in order to enrich this survey.
IV. OWC CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS
It is worthwhile to emphasize that OWC link impairments
can have a significant impact on system performance and
capacity. Such impairments include the distortion, which is
introduced by the optical wireless channel into the received
signal. Therefore, in order to design, implement and operate
an efficient OWC system, it is essential that the characteristics
of the optical wireless channel are well understood so as
to analyze and combat the effects of channel distortions.
Channel characteristics of OWCs depend in the first place
upon the type of communication environment, e.g., indoor,
outdoor, underground, or underwater. Furthermore, environ-
ment details are affecting channel characteristics. For instance,
indoor environments include household or office buildings,
factories, shopping malls, etc., and these are extremely varied.
Hence, different environment would cause different optical
channel characteristics. Secondly, the positions and the mutual
orientation of the OTx and ORx, as well as their orientation
towards the reflecting surfaces. Therefore, applying indoor
characterization techniques is not really effective for deter-
mining the outdoor (or underground and underwater) channel
characteristics and system performance. Table II presents the
most common communications environments and some of
their examples.
Unlike RF channels, optical wireless channels do not expe-
rience multipath fading [10]. This is a result of, in OWCs,
the PD dimensions are in the order of millions of optical
wavelengths, which leads to an efficient spatial diversity that
exhibits a high degree of immunity to multipath fading [10],
[59], [65]. Therefore, there is no small-scale fading in OWCs.
Furthermore, the use of IM/DD in OWCs systems eliminates
the transmitter and receiver local oscillators and hence no
frequency offset (FO) in OWCs. While in terms of Doppler
shift, it has been shown in [66] that Doppler frequency has
negligible effects in OWCs systems. This is because the
corresponding wavelength shift is small enough to assume
that bandwidth spreading and SNR variation due to Doppler
are insignificant problems in most IM/DD systems. Although
OWCs do not experience multipath fading, they do suffer from
the effects of multipath dispersion, which manifests itself in
a practical sense as ISI. In the following subsections, we will
present a brief explanation of the primary characteristics of
the optical wireless channels.
A. Channel Impulse Response (CIR) h(t)
The optical wireless channel can be modeled as a linear
time-invariant (LTI) system with input intensity x(t), output
current y(t), and an impulse response h(t), which is fixed for a
certain physical design for the OTx, ORx, and reflectors [67].
CIR h(t) is the time evolution of the signal received by the
ORx when an infinitely short optical pulse is sent from the
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TABLE I
FEATURES OF WIRCS, VLCS, WUVCS, AND RF COMMUNICATIONS.
WIRCs VLCs WUVCs RF Communications
Transmitter IRED, IR Laser Phosphor-based WLED,RGB LED UVTOP LED
Typical Tx
RF Antenna
Receiver PIN, APD PIN, APD, SPAD UVPMT, DUVAPCombined with a solar blind filter
Typical Rx
RF Antenna
Standard IrDA (P2P),IEEE 802.11 (Diffuse)
IEEE 802.15.7 r1
(In progress) N/A IEEE 802.11x
Communication
scenario
Mainly Indoor,
secondarily outdoor
Mainly Indoor,
secondarily outdoor
and underwater
Mainly outdoor,
secondarily underwater [7] Indoor and outdoor
Link
configuration
Mainly NDNLoS,
secondarily DLoS Mainly NDLoS Mainly NDNLoS NDLoS and NDNLoS
Dominant noise
at the Rx Background light Background light Virtually noiseless [7] Interference noise
Multipath
fading No No [10] No Yes [10]
Doppler
effect No No No Yes
Path loss High High Higher than WIRCs,VLCs and RF High
Bandwidth 100 THz – 384 THz,(IR-A & IR-B) 384 THz – 789 THz 1071 THz – 1500 THz (UV-C) 3 Hz – 300 GHz
Bandwidth
regulated No No No Yes
Cost Low [37] Low [1]
Low (based LEDs [7])
High (based lasers &
flash lamps [49])
High [10]
Range
Short-range
(indoor based IRED [32]),
Long-range
(outdoor based IR Laser) [55]
Short-range (indoor)
Moderate-range (outdoor
VVLC up to 100 m [63])
Long-range if compared
with WIRCs and VLCs [8]
Short-range and
long-range [1]
Communication
mode Mainly unidirectional Mainly unidirectional Bidirectional Bidirectional
Power
consumption Low Low Higher than VLCs and WIRCs [8] High [6]
Eye & skin
safety Potential eye hazard [37] Potential eye hazard Potential eye & skin hazards [38] No obvious hazard
Penetration Penetrate through glass butnot walls, and opaque objects Same as WIRCs
Do not penetrate through glass
walls, and opaque objects
Penetrate through
glass walls,
and opaque objects
WLED: white-light-emitting diode; RGB LED: red, green, blue LED; PIN: p-type/intrinsic/n-type diode; APD: avalanche photodiode; SPAD: single photon
avalanche diode; UVPMT: UV photomultiplier tube; DUVAP: deep ultraviolet avalanche photodetector; VVLC: Vehicular VLC; N/A: not applicable
OTx [68]. CIR h(t) allows predicting what the system’s output
will look like in the time domain. Once the CIR h(t) is known,
any waveform distortion due to multipath propagation can be
calculated and the output of the system can be predicted for
any arbitrary input without even testing it (when the system
is LTI). Mathematically, the equivalent baseband model of an
IM/DD optical wireless link can be expressed as [10]
y(t) = Rλ x(t)~ h(t) + n(t). (1)
Here, the symbol ~ denotes convolution and n(t) is the back-
ground light noise, which is modeled as a signal-independent
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Hence, character-
ization of the OWCs channels is performed by their CIR
h(t), which is used to analyze and combat the effects of
channel distortions [69], [10]. Therefore, the starting point
for capturing OWCs channel characteristics is to propose an
accurate channel model and determine its CIR h(t).
B. Channel DC Gain H(0)
For intensity-in intensity-out channels, the zero-frequency
(DC) value of their frequency responses can be expressed
as [52]
H(0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
h(t)dt. (2)
The expression in equation (2) is commonly referred to as
channel DC gain, which is the fraction of power emitted from
a continuous-wave transmitter that is detected by the receiver.
Channel DC gain H(0) is related to the average received power
Pr, by Pr = Pt H(0), where Pt is the average transmitted
power. Furthermore, for on-off-keying (OOK) non-return-to-
zero (NRZ) intensity modulation and encoding technique
system, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in dB is proportional
to the square of the channel DC gain H(0) as [10]
SNR =
R2H2(0)P 2r
RbN0
. (3)
Here, R, N0, Rb denote responsivity of the PD (A/W), the
noise spectral density (W/Hz), and achievable bit rate (bps),
respectively. Equation (3) clearly indicates that the SNR in
OWCs systems is proportional to P 2r compared with Pr in
the conventional RF channels. Consequently, this necessitates
the need for higher optical power requirement and a limited
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path loss to deliver the same performance. Therefore, OWC
technology, particularly VLC is considered as a good candidate
for future short range communications.
C. Root Mean Square (RMS) Delay Spread
In NDLoS and NDNLoS link configurations, the optical sig-
nal takes multipath to reach a fixed or mobile ORx. Multipath
propagation occurs due to reflections off surrounding environ-
ments. Due to the differences in propagation path lengths, the
received signal appears as a sum of weighted, delayed copies
of the transmitted signal [69]. Hence, the optical channel
stretches the transmitted signal in time resulting in the so-
called temporal dispersion. This major characteristic can be
quantified by the RMS delay spread Drms of CIR h(t) as [70]
Drms =
√√√√∫∞−∞(t− µτ )2 h2(t)dt∫∞
−∞ h
2(t)dt
. (4)
Here, t is the propagation time and µτ is the mean excess
delay given by [70]
µτ =
∫∞
−∞ t h
2(t)dt∫∞
−∞ h
2(t)dt
. (5)
Equation (4) indicates that different environments and OTx-
ORx configurations can significantly affect Drms, and smaller
values of Drms indicate a higher system transmission band-
width. Based on Drms, channel coherence bandwidth can be
expressed as [71]
Bc,50% = 1/(5Drms). (6)
Here, 50% denotes the decorrelation percentage. It is worth
mentioning that although OWCs channels do not experience
multipath fading, if the LED modulation bandwidth exceeds
the channel coherence bandwidth, the channel can be charac-
terized as a frequency selective channel due to dispersion [71].
Likewise, based on Drms, the maximum bit rate Rb which
can be transmitted through the optical wireless channel, can
be expressed as [72]
Rb ≤ 1/10Drms. (7)
It should be noticed that at long transmission distances,
there will be a noticeable difference between the optical path
delays. Therefore, we may be concerned with ISI for higher
transmission data rates.
D. Frequency Response H(f)
The impact of multipath effect on the optical wireless
channel bandwidth can be easily seen in frequency domain
rather than time domain. Channel frequency response H(f)
can be estimated by using Fourier transform of CIR h(t).
The 3-dB frequency of the optical channel can be obtained
as [73], [74]
|H(f3dB)|2 = 0.5 |H(0)|2 . (8)
TABLE II
ENVIRONMENTS OF OWCS.
Environment Field of Application
Small-scale
indoor Typical rooms
Mid-scale indoor Offices, labs, workshops
Large-scale indoor
Factories, sport complexes,
shopping malls, hospitals
Open indoor
Train stations, airports,
museums, exhibit halls
Intra-Vehicle Vehicles, trains, airplanes
Inter-Vehicle/
Outdoor
Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V),
vehicle-to-road infrastructure (V2R),
road infrastructure-to-vehicle (R2V),
Point-to-point (P2P) [55]
Underground
Subway stations, underground
roads and mines [64]
Underwater
Autonomous underwater vehicles
(AUV), divers, underwater robots
and sensors [7]
It has been proved that the higher-order reflections have
significant impact only at low frequencies whereas the high-
frequency magnitude response is characterized by the first-
order reflection [75]. Furthermore, it has been shown that the
variation of the received power in environments with different
reflectivity and the available bandwidth are almost inverse to
each other [6]. The authors in [76] have shown that most ma-
terials have a higher reflectance in IR spectrum rather than in
visible light spectrum. Highly reflective geometry encounters
low path loss and hence high power will be received from
different propagation paths, resulting in high delay spread and
low channel bandwidth. Consequently, VLCs provide a larger
transmission bandwidth compared with WIRCs.
E. Optical Path Loss (PL)
Although OWCs do not experience small-scale fading,
large-scale fading due to PL and shadowing considers as
primary characteristics for the optical wireless channels. In
DLoS and tracked channel scenarios, indirect propagation
paths contribution can be neglected. Thus, unshadowed LoS
PL model is expressed based on the knowledge of the radiated
pattern, ORx size and the square of the distance between
the OTx and ORx [10], [59]. However, in the NDLoS and
NDNLoS channel scenarios, the prediction of the optical PL
is more complex since it depends on environment parameters
such as reflectivity, absorption, scattering, orientation and
position of the OTx and ORx. The PL of unshadowed diffuse
configurations can be estimated using the expression [59], [77]
PLDiffuse (optical dB) = −10 log10
(∫ ∞
−∞
h(t) dt
)
. (9)
Therefore, to estimate the optical PL, it is necessary to analyze
the CIR h(t) for a given environment. There are different
attempts to accurately estimate the optical PL in different
environments and scenarios. For instance, the authors in [78]
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have developed PL models for WIRCs inside an intra-vehicle
environment, i.e., aircraft cabin. An indoor VLC PL model
for a mobile user has been proposed in [77]. Moreover, a PL
model for VLCs in an underground mining environment is
proposed in [79].
F. Optical Shadowing
Channel PL is increased further if a temporary obstruction,
such as a person or an object obscures the ORx such that
the main signal path is blocked or partially obstructed. This
situation is referred to as optical shadowing, which is another
vital factor that affects the performance of OWCs systems.
Unlike RF waves, optical waves cast clear shadows (hard
shadow). This is due to the fact that the optical waves have
very short wavelengths compared to the size of the obstacles,
and hence they do not diffract noticeably [80]. For indoor
environments, it has been shown that signal path obstruction
by furniture can be easier predicted and hence avoided through
the implementation of the appropriate channel scenario and
OTx/ORx orientation. However, the obstruction caused by the
random movement in indoor and other environments makes
optical channel vulnerable to shadowing and hence greatly
affects the received signal strength. For example, for indoor
WIRCs, shadowed NDLoS and diffuse channels have been
investigated in [81], [82]. For intra-vehicle WIRCs, the authors
in [83] adopted the already existing RF PL model that includ-
ing shadowing to WIRCs. Consequently, optical PL exponent
and shadowing standard deviation values have been estimated
for different propagation paths and scenarios inside an aircraft.
It is worth mentioning that the previous studies were based
on using curve-fitting methods based on experimental data. In
terms of indoor VLCs, the most studies primarily focus on
the modeling and analyzing the shadowing and blockage that
caused by moving or stationary people [80], [84].
V. INDOOR OWCS CHANNEL MEASUREMENTS AND
MODELS
A. Channel Measurements
This section presents a brief survey of the conducted mea-
surement campaigns of OWCs, mainly for WIRCs and VLCs.
However, a complete survey of WUVCs channel measure-
ments and models is beyond the scope of this paper. This is due
to the fact that WUVC channels exhibits different propagation
characteristics due to molecular and aerosol scattering. For in-
stance, in the case of DLoS channels, the multiple scattering is
more pronounced than in an NDNLoS channels. Furthermore,
decreased visibility range may result in enhanced NDNLoS
channels, the opposite of conventional optical channels [8].
Therefore, WUVCs are mainly NDNLoS. Here, the authors
would like to draw the reader’s attention to the fact that
there has been a long history of research on WUVCs channel
measurements and modeling reported in the literature that can
be found in [7], [8], [16], [48], [60], [85].
There is also a rich history of relevant studies on mea-
surement based WIRC channel modeling conducted since the
1990s, e.g., [59], [75], [86]–[91]. In order to understand the
underlying physical phenomenon of optical wireless signal
propagation in indoor environments and validate the proposed
optical channel propagation model, measurement campaigns
need to be carried out. A perfect channel model is a model, that
perfectly fits against the measured channel [69]. Therefore,
some proposed channel models were combined with experi-
mental measurements to verify the proposed channel model,
e.g., [75], [86]. On the other hand, some channel models
have been verified based on the measurement campaign of
the others, such as in [87]. As a side note, in order to avoid
the repetition, channel models that associated with validation
measurements will be listed in next subsection.
In [75], Barry et al. presented a recursive optical wireless
channel model which is verified by measurements. Power
measurements have been conducted using Si APD and a tran-
simpedance amplifier (TIA). While, the frequency response
of the channel, measured using a 300 kHz – 3 GHz vector
network analyzer. Although Barry’s recursive model has been
verified by measurements, that model was applicable only
to particular room environments and scenarios, which are
detailed in [75]. Consequently, Barry et al. could not make
general statements about all room configurations. Since the
early experimental measurements of WIRC channels that done
by Barry et al. [75], many other research groups have begun
to investigate more WIRC channels’ characteristics. Based
on measurements results, the authors in [88] have reported
that indoor WIRC channels are very dynamic with significant
variations in the channels’ characteristics. These results were
based on the data that collected from various rooms for
different ORx locations within the same room, in addition to
considering different orientations of the ORx for each location.
The authors utilized a network analyzer to modulate the inten-
sity of NIR LD which is directed on a flat piece of cardboard
painted white to ensure diffuse reflection to be detected by
a PD. The research work on measurements and modeling of
indoor RF channels in [92] has been extended by the same
working group to consider diffuse indoor WIRCs. The results
of the analysis emphasize that WIRCs are a suitable candidate
for high speed wireless data communication inside buildings.
In [59], more generalized measurements based research on
approximately 100 different WIRC channels. Both NDLoS
and diffuse link configurations have been considered, with
and without shadowing. The experimental work based on the
same types of equipment as in [88], but an APD is used. The
study pointed out that the unshadowed NDLoS configurations
generally have smaller optical PL, Drms, and power penalties
compared with their unshadowed diffuse counterparts. On the
other hand, shadowed NDLoS configurations, generally exhibit
larger values of the above three characteristics compared with
the corresponding shadowed diffuse configurations. Another
measurement campaign is reported in [90] to examine the
WIRC channels’ characteristics and system performance. The
measurements were conducted in the absence of ambient light
and under different lighting conditions to quantify the impact
of ambient light noise. The measurement setup consisted of
a hemispherical concentrator with a hemispherical bandpass
optical filter attached to a PIN PD. Furthermore, a high-
impedance hybrid preamplifier and high-pass filter have been
used to achieve a high SNR and mitigate fluorescent light
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TABLE III
IMPORTANT OWCS CHANNEL MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGNS.
Ref. Year Environment Scenario ChannelCharacteristics
Operating
Wavelength
[88],
[89] 1994
8 Different furnished
rooms at the uOttawa
NDLoS
and diffuse H(f), PL
NIR LD
(λ= 810 nm)
[59] 1995 5 Different rooms: 2 empty,and 3 furnished rooms
NDLoS
and diffuse
h(t), H(f), Drms
PL, Shadowing
NIR LD
(λ= 832 nm)
[90] 1996 4 Differentempty rooms
NDLoS
and diffuse
h(t), H(f),
Drms, PL
NIR LD
(λ= 806 nm)
[91] 1997 Empty squareroom Diffuse h(t), Drms, µτ
NIR IRED
(λ= 832 nm)
[81] 2001 9 Different furnishedrooms at the uOttawa
NDLoS
and diffuse
h(t), H(f),
Drms, PL
NIR LD
(λ= 808 nm)
[93] 2008 Rectangularfurnished room NDLoS h(t),
Red LED
(λ= 650 nm)
[94] 2010 Rectangularempty room NDLoS H(0), PL
White LED
(λ= 380–780 nm)
[96] 2012 Rectangularempty room NDLoS H(0)
Blue LED
(λ= 455 nm)
[74] 2012 Rectangular emptydark room Diffuse h(t), H(f)
Blue LD
(λ= 445 nm)
[80] 2014 Furnished meetingroom
NDLoS
and diffuse
h(t), Drms, µτ
PL, Shadowing
White LED
(λ= 380–780 nm)
[97] 2015 Corridor, empty hallfurnished office room NDLoS H(0), Drms, µτ
White LED
(λ= 380–780 nm)
[98] 2017 Laboratory NDLoS h(t), H(0) White LED(λ= 380–780 nm)
[99] 2017 Large hall NDLoS h(t), H(0) White LED(λ= 380–780 nm)
NDLoS: Non-directed LoS; h(t): channel impulse response; H(f): channel frequency response; PL: path loss;
Drms: root mean square delay spread; µτ : mean excess delay; NIR: near-infrared; LD: laser diode; LED:
light-emitting diodes; IRED: infrared light-emitting diode; uOttawa: University of Ottawa; N/A: not applicable
noise, respectively.
Measurement-based stochastic approach in WIRCs was
first introduced in [91] to compute the diffuse CIR h(t)
of indoor WIRCs. Compared with iterative method in [52],
stochastic approach offers increased flexibility and reduced
computational complexity. The authors have utilized about
14000 measures of CIR h(t) to fit the shape of certain well-
known distributions, i.e., Rayleigh and Gamma. The fitting
process was carried out using Crame´r-von Mises (CvM) and
minimum square error (MSE) criteria. The study, however,
has not considered the presence of the LoS components.
Based on their previous work in [88], the same working
group have performed further comprehensive measurements
campaign to investigate the impacts of receiver rotation and
shadowing on the indoor WIRC channels. The measurements
have been executed in nine different rooms in the Colonel
By Hall (CBY) at the University of Ottawa [81]. The study
adopted both NDLoS and diffuse link configurations. The
measurements results have presented several outcomes that
are helpful in the characterization of WIRC channels. It has
been observed that the variations of optical wireless channel
PL for small changes of ORx rotation in NDLoS channels, is
well approximated by a Gamma distribution. The results have
also demonstrated a correlation between the channel Drms and
channel PL for both NDLoS and diffuse link configurations.
Consequently, a simple formula has been provided to express
that correlation. Furthermore, measurements have also been
proved that shadowing reduces the received optical power and
increases the channel Drms. The authors in [61], have con-
ducted measurement campaigns to verify the spherical channel
model for WIRCs. Both tracked and diffuse configurations
have been considered. The received power of modulated NIR
LD light detected by an APD, and the frequency response mea-
sured using S-parameter test set network analyzer. Likewise,
in [86], HAYASAKA-ITO channel model, has been verified by
channel measurements which are carried out by using an APD
and the frequency sweep method. More details regarding the
outcomes of previous two models will be given in next section.
On the other hand, in terms of VLC channel measurements,
it has been noticed that there is a few measurement campaigns
have been conducted for the indoor VLC channels and they
are mostly confined to NDLoS link configuration. An early
straightforward experimental work for VLC channel mea-
surements was performed by Samsung Electronics [93]. The
received light is measured by a PIN PD and the data is sampled
by an oscilloscope and analyzed using Matlab R©. The authors
in [94], have derived the PL in the photometric domain for
short range NDLoS channel. The experiment setup consisted
of a commercial PD with an internal TIA. A concentrator
is attached to the PD along with an optical bandpass filter.
The output of the PD is fed to a laptop through a RS232
cable and the corresponding interface. In [74], VLC channel
measurements were carried out in a rectangular empty dark
room. PMT with TIA is used to detect the diffused optical
signal. Furthermore, frequency response has been investigated
experimentally using both the short pulse and the frequency
sweep techniques. In the later study, for the comparison
purpose, the iterative site-based modeling technique [95] was
adopted for the CIR h(t) simulation of the indoor VLCs.
Despite the impact of higher-order reflections consideration
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in measurements, the results showed a good agreement be-
tween simulation and measurements. Another measurements
campaign is conducted in [96] in order to investigate diffuse
indoor VLC channel’s characteristics. It has been demonstrated
that the coverage area in indoor VLC systems can be increased
by using holographic light shape diffuser (LSD) with suitable
angles. In terms of shadowing, the authors in [80] have
considered the effect of channel PL and shadowing. Two
persons of different height and weight have been used as a
temporary obstruction to model the shadowing in VLCs. The
measurements have been carried out with a spectrum analyzer,
an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG), and a PMT, where
all ambient lights were turned off to eliminate interference.
In [97], the effect of people movement on indoor VLC chan-
nel’s characteristics, such as received power and Drms, was
investigated in three indoor scenarios, i.e., a furniture equipped
office room, an empty hall, and a corridor. The received power
was measured using the Thorlabs digital power meter, and
three irregular shapes of the obstacles have been randomly
placed to represent people existence. Measurement results
showed that VLC technology is robust enough for indoor
communications since it is offering excellent mobility even
when considering an environment with high people density.
In [98], an indoor visible light positioning system is proposed.
An experimental demonstration has been carried out to verify
the feasibility of indoor positioning, LED identification (LED-
ID) scheme inside a laboratory. LED lamps that are driven by
the microcontroller unit (MCU) and Pad platform, which is
consist of the PD module and an Android Pad device have been
used. Another VLC positioning system based OFDM access
(OFDMA) has been reported in [99].
In this study, we have listed (in chronological order) the im-
portant measurements campaigns for WIRC and VLC channels
according to the publishing year, environment, scenario, mea-
sured channel characteristics, and the operating wavelength as
detailed in Table III.
B. Channel Models
In terms of channel modeling approaches, there are many
channel models for conventional WIRCs reported in [32], [61],
[75], [78], [100]–[105]. On the other hand, in terms of VLC
channel modeling, an explicit state-of-the-art of VLC channel
models has not been investigated adequately yet. Although
few literary works related to VLC channel modeling have
been reported in [77], [106]–[111], research in this area is
still at an early stage. Furthermore, the IEEE 802.17.5 does
not specify VLC channel models to be used for technology
evaluation yet [110]. Therefore, an explicit generic channel
model that can be adapted to a wide range of VLC scenarios
is still missing in the literature. In order to summarize what
has been done so far in the literature, the most important
indoor OWC channel models, mainly for WIRCs and VLCs,
are presented in Table IV. As can be seen, the OWC channel
models are briefly reviewed and tabled according to the
year of publishing, modeling approach, environment, scenario,
investigated channel’s characteristics based on each approach,
the number of bounces, and the operating wavelength.
Classification
Example
Fig. 3. OWC Channel Models.
The OWC channel models that are presented in Table IV
can be classified as deterministic and stochastic models. For
instance, different approaches are included in the deterministic
approach, e.g., recursive [75], iterative [95], DUSTIN [87],
geometry-based deterministic models (GBDMs) based on ray-
tracing [106]–[108], and ceiling-bounce model (CBM) [67].
On the other hand, the stochastic models can be further
classified into geometry-based stochastic models (GBSMs)
and non-GBSMs. Models such as spherical model [61] and
regular-shaped GBSM (RS-GBSM) [111] can be classified
as GBSMs. While, models such as Monte Carlo algorithm
(MCA) [100], and modified CBM (MCBM) [112] are clas-
sified as non-GBSMs. MCBM uses a combination of the
traditional CBM and a stochastic approach in order to mit-
igate the computational complexity of deterministic models.
Fig. 3 illustrates OWCs channel models classification for most
common channels models. Here, we have highlighted some of
OWCs channel models with related literature, while in the
following subsections, we will give a descriptive overview of
each channel model individually.
1) Deterministic Channel Models: Deterministic channel
models are usually based on the detailed description of specific
propagation environment, channel scenario, and the position
and orientation of the OTx and ORx. The CIR h(t) of the
OWC system is obtained using intensive simulations that
incorporate details of propagation environments like rooms,
offices, buildings, roads, etc. Therefore, these models are
site specific, physically meaningful and potentially accurate.
Below is a brief review of various approaches of deterministic
channel models for OWCs.
a) Recursive Model: This model was presented by
J. R. Barry et al., [34], [53], [75]. The recursive approach is
advised primarily to evaluate the CIR h(t) of multiple-bounce
(more than two reflections) in WIRCs. It has been considered
as an extension of the single reflection cavity model which
proposed by Gfeller and Babst in [32]. Here, much interest
has been given to recursive approach comparing with cavity
model since it is more comprehensive in terms of WIRCs
channel modeling. In this model, the radiation intensity pattern
R (φ) for a particular OTx can be modeled using a generalized
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TABLE IV
IMPORTANT OWCS CHANNEL MODELS.
Ref. Year ModelingApproach Environment Scenario
Channel
Characteristics
No. of
Bounces Operating Wavelength
[32] 1979 Cavity Model
Empty rectangular
small office, large
office and hall
Diffuse H(0), µτ 1
NIR IRED
(λ= 950 nm)
[75] 1993 Recursive Method Emptyconference room
NDLoS
and diffuse h(t), H(f) 3
NIR LD
(λ= 832 nm)
[113] 2002 Recursive Method Empty rectangularroom NDLoS H(0), SNR 0
White LED
(λ= 380–780 nm)
[115] 2004 Recursive Method Empty rectangularroom
NDLoS
and diffuse H(0), SNR 2
White LED
(λ= 380–780 nm)
[95] 2002 Iterative Method
Rectangular room with
arbitrary number of
boxes
Diffuse h(t), PL 10 NIR LD(λ= 832 nm)
[87] 1997 DUSTIN Empty rectangularroom Diffuse h(t) 1 ≥
NIR LD
(λ= 832 nm)
[67] 1997 Ceiling-BounceModel (CBM)
5 Offices and
single large room
NDLoS
and diffuse
h(t), H(f), Drms
PL, Shadowing 1
NIR LD
(λ= 832 nm)
and (λ= 806 nm)
[105],
[112]
2008,
2009
Modified Ceiling-
Bounce Model (MCBM)
2 Empty rooms
of different sizes Diffuse
h(t), H(0), H(f)
Drms, µτ , PL
1 NIR IRED(λ= 800–900 nm)
[118] 2015 Ceiling-BounceModel (CBM)
Furnished
rectangular rooms NDLoS h(t) 1
White LED
(λ= 380–780 nm)
[106]–
[108]
2014–
2016
Ray-tracing
(Zemax R©)
Empty/furnished
rooms of different
sizes and shapes
NDLoS H(0), Drms, µτ 1 ≥
White LED
(λ= 380–780 nm),
NIR IRED
(λ= 880 nm)
[102] 2013 Ray tracing Sports utility vehicle NDLoSand diffuse h(t), H(f), Drms N/A
NIR IRED
(λ= 1330 nm)
[100] 1998 Monte CarloAlgorithm
2 Empty rooms
of different sizes Diffuse h(t), Drms 40
NIR LD
(λ= 832 nm)
[101] 1998 Modified Monte-Carlo Algorithm
2 Empty rooms
of different sizes Diffuse h(t), Drms 40
NIR LD
(λ= 832 nm)
[78] 2009
Modified Monte-
Carlo Algorithm
(Rhinoceros R© 3D)
Aircraft cabin NDLoSand diffuse PL N/A
NIR IRED
(λ= 870 nm)
[138] 2010 ModifiedMonte-Carlo
Empty rectangular
room and cubic
furnished office
NDLoS h(t), H(f), Drms 4
White LED
(λ= 380–780 nm)
[61]
[103] 2002 Spherical Model Rectangular empty lab
Tracked
and diffuse H(f), PL 1 ≥
NIR LD
(λ= 993 nm)
[124]
[123]
2012,
2014 Spherical Model
Empty office
room
NDLoS
and diffuse h(t), H(f) 1 ≥
White LED
(λ= 380–780 nm)
[125] 2005 Carruthers Model 11 Empty rooms ofdifferent sizes
NDLoS
and diffuse H(0), Drms, µτ 3
NIR IRED
(λ= 800–900 nm)
[86] 2007 HAYASAKA-ITOModel
Empty rectangular
room Diffuse
h(t), H(f),
PL 1
st, 3 ≥ NIR LD(λ= 784 nm)
[131] 2016 RS-GBSM(One-Ring)
Furnished Office
room NDLoS
h(t), H(0),
Drms, µτ , Krf
1 White LED(λ= 380–780 nm)
[111] 2016 RS-GBSM(two-ring and ellipse )
Furnished Office
room NDLoS
h(t), H(0),
Drms, µτ , Krf
3 White LED(λ= 380–780 nm)
[109]
[77]
2015
2017
Ray-tracing
(Zemax R©)
Empty/furnished rooms
of different sizes NDLoS
h(t), H(0), Drms
µτ , Bc, PL
8: Diffuse
14: Specular
White LED
(λ= 380–780 nm)
SNR: signal-to-noise ratio; RS-GBCM: regular-shaped geometry-based channel model; N/A: not applicable
Lambertian radiation pattern as [32]
R (φ) =
m+ 1
2pi
cosm (φ) , φ ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2] . (10)
Here, φ is the angle of irradiance which is commonly denoted
as the angle of departure (AoD) and m is mode number of
the radiation lobe, which specifies the directionality of the
optical source. At the receiving side, the ORx is modeled
as an active area AR collecting radiation which is incident
at angle θ smaller than the PD’s FoV. The incident angle is
commonly denoted as the angle of arrival (AoA). Therefore,
the received optical signal is proportional to AR cos(θ). Only
rays that are incident within ORx FoV will be captured.
For a particular optical source S and optical receiver R in
a room with Lambertian reflectors, light from the OTx can
reach the ORx through direct or multiple paths (number of
bounces). Therefore, the CIR h(t), scaled by time domain, can
be expressed as the superposition of the LoS and an infinite
sum of multiple-bounce components as [10]
h(t;S,R) = h0(t;S,R) +
∞∑
k=1
hk(t;S,R). (11)
Here, hk(t) is the CIR of the components undergoing exactly k
reflections. The LoS response h0(t) is approximately a scaled
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Fig. 4. Recursive model.
and delayed Dirac delta function expressed as [75]
h0(t) ≈ (m+ 1)AR
2piD2
cosm (φ) cos(θ)δ(t−D/c). (12)
Here, D and c are the OTx-ORx distance and the speed of
light, respectively. The recursive approach is used to solve a
given problem by breaking it up into smaller pieces, solve it
and then combine the results. Therefore, the implementation
of this algorithm is done by breaking the reflecting surfaces
into numerous small Lambertian reflecting elements ε (cells),
each with an area ∆A as shown in Fig. 4. Each cell plays
the role of both an elemental receiver (εr) and an elemental
source (εs). Accordingly, hk(t) for higher-order terms (k > 0)
can be calculated recursively and approximated as [75]
hk(t;S,R) ≈
N∑
i=1
ρεri h
(0)(t;S, εri)~ h(k−1)(t; εsi , R)
=
m+ 1
2pi
N∑
i=1
cosm(φ)cos(θ)
D2
× rect(2θ/pi) h(k−1) (t−D/c; si, R)∆A.
(13)
Here, N , ρ and si denote the number of cells, cell reflec-
tivity coefficient, and the position of each cell, respectively.
According to (13), in order to calculate hk(t;S,R), firstly,
all possible h(k−1)(t; εsi , R) must be calculated. Then directly
apply (13) for the intended OTx. Fig. 5(a), illustrates Barry’s
approach for computing the CIR h(k) of multiple bounce
(k > 0) recursively. For example, if (k = 3), h2(t;S,R)
can be obtained by first computing N impulse responses of
h1(t; εsi , ε
r
i). Using these to compute h
2(t; εsi , R). The latter
result then directly applied to (13) for the intended OTx.
After a gap of ten years, Barry’s model in WIRCs has
been extended to model NDLoS VLC channels, e.g., [113]–
[115]. Barry’s model has been first extended for VLC channels
in order to make use of the existing power-line network for
VLCs [113]. The same researchers of the latter work have
adopted Barry’s model in VLCs considering up to second order
reflections [115]. The previous study discussed the effect of
SNR and ORx FoV on data rate. Thereafter, many studies uti-
lized the recursive model for VLC systems, such as [47], [73].
ε1
εN
ε1
εN
ε2 ε2
Source Receiver 
h
k-1
(a) Recursive
Algorithm 
(b) Iterative 
Algorithm 
h
k-1
Fig. 5. Recursive and Iterative models.
An improved recursive channel model for VLCs is presented
in [116]. This model considers the total path length including
electrical signal path passing through a wiring topology in ad-
dition to the optical wireless path. Authors in [114] generalized
the Barry’s model by including wavelength-dependent WLED
characteristics and spectral reflectance of indoor reflectors.
Their study showed that VLCs provide larger transmission
bandwidth compared with WIRCs. It is worth mentioning that
recursive model is still used for VLCs channel modeling so
far, e.g., [97]. In recursive approach, although the reliability
of results improves with the number of reflections taken into
account, the computing time increases exponentially [61]. On
the other hand, when too few reflections are taken into account,
PL and bandwidth are systematically overestimated.
b) Iterative Model: Iterative based algorithm was intro-
duced in [95] by J. B. Carruthers. In this method, CIR h(t)
calculation follows the basic methodology that outlined in [75]
with extensions for an arbitrary number of boxes inside the
environment. The LoS CIR h0(t) can be computed using (12).
While, the k-bounce response hk(t) is given as
hk(t;S,R) ≈
N∑
i=1
ρεrih
(k−1)(t;S, εri)~ h0(t; εsi , R). (14)
According to iterative algorithm, (14) can be applied with
R = εrj to get
hk(t, S, εri ) =
N∑
j=1
αijh
(k−1)(t−Dij/c;S, εrj) (15)
where
αij = rect(2θ/pi)
ρεrj cos
m(φij)cos(θij)
P 2D2ij
. (16)
Here, the quantities φij , θij , Dij , and P denote the source’s
angle to the receiver, the receiver’s angle to the source, the
source (εsi)-receiver (ε
r
j) distance, and cells spatial partitioning
factor, respectively. For example, if (k = 3), h2(t;S,R),
can be obtained by first computing N impulse responses of
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h1(t;S, εri). Using these to compute h
2(t; εsi , ε
r
j). The latter
result then directly applied to (14) for the intended ORx.
Fig. 5(b) illustrates iterative algorithm. It has been reported
that the iterative method is about 92 times faster compared
with recursive method when three-bounce considered [95].
c) DUSTIN Algorithm: In order to reduce the computa-
tional complexity of the previous models, the authors in [87]
developed an efficient simulation approach called DUSTIN
algorithm. Similar to recursive and iterative models, this ap-
proach was based on a discretization of the reflecting surfaces
into cells. However, in DUSTIN approach, the simulation
has been done by slicing into time steps rather than into a
number of reflections. This method was proposed to simulate
the CIR h(t) of indoor WIRCs. DUSTIN algorithm was con-
sidered faster compared with traditional iterative and recursive
approaches [117]. For instance, in the recursive approach,
the time required to compute hk(t) is roughly proportional
to Nk [75], while it is proportional, in the DUSTIN algorithm,
to N2 and hence get the advantage of simulating any number
of reflections. However, the drawback of this approach is that
it is incapable of adapting to different environments. This is
due to wireless channel part calculations are saved in a disk
file before calculating the response of the ORx and hence it
is considered as a site-specific model. DUSTIN approach, on
the other hand, has not been utilized in VLCs so far.
d) Ceiling Bounce Model (CBM): This model came up
with a closed-form solution for the CIR h(t), PL, and Drms
of diffuse indoor WIRC channels [10], [67]. It was assumed
that the OTx and ORx are collocated. It is the most used
approach in simulation because of its excellent matching with
the measured data and simplicity. Based on this model, WIRC
channels can be characterized only by the optical wireless
channel PL and Drms. The diffuse CIR h(t) based on CBM
is given as [67]
h(t, a) = H(0)
6a6
(t+ a)7
u(t). (17)
Here, u(t) is the unit step function and a is environment
related parameter, a = 2Hc/c, where Hc is the height of
the ceiling above the OTx and ORx. The delay spread and
approximate 3-dB cut-off frequency for the CBM are given by
the following relations Drms = a12
√
13
11 and f3−dB =
0.925
4piDrms
,
respectively. It has been noticed that this model can be more
realistic with multiple reflections and it accurately models the
relationship between Drms and multipath power requirement
for diffuse shadowed and unshadowed channels by modifying
a as detailed in [67]. On the other hand, when the LoS path
dominates, the unshadowed LoS CIR h(t) can be computed,
based on cavity model, as [32]
h(t) =
ARH
2
piD4
δ(t−D/c). (18)
Here, H is the vertical OTx-ORx separation. The OTx is
a Lambertian of first-order and it is pointed down, while
the ORx is pointed up. For being simple and easy to use,
CBM has been employed in VLCs. For example, the authors
in [118] utilized CBM to propose a grouped discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) precoding scheme for reduction of peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR) for orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM)-based VLC systems.
e) Geometry-Based Deterministic Models (GBDMs)
Based on Ray-Tracing: Most advanced ray-tracing tools are
based on the theory of geometrical optics (GO) and the
uniform theory of diffraction (UTD) [119]. Ray-tracing com-
puting all rays for each receiving point individually, which
is the most time-consuming part of a prediction based on
this method. For instance, in WIRCs, PL estimation requires
about 108 trials while estimating the CIR h(t) takes up
to 1010 trials with subnanosecond time resolution [103]. Based
on a specific ray-tracing software, ray-tracing guarantees the
specifications of the created environment including geometry,
furnishing, and the reflection characteristics of the surface
materials as well as the specifications of the OTx and ORx.
There is a wide range of available free and licensed ray-tracing
software and their platform operating systems (OS) are listed
in [120]. Moreover, as will be seen later in this subsection,
some site-specific ray-tracing software that developed in the
field of image processing or illumination design purposes
may be useful for optical wireless channel modeling. In
[104], ray-tracing based channel modeling showed similar
results as Barry’s recursive model when the simulation is
stopped after three reflections. Furthermore, ray-tracing based
on ray-quadrilateral intersection algorithm was proposed for
intra-vehicle channel modeling in order to investigate WIRC
channel’s characteristics in a sport utility vehicle (SUV) of
15-passenger capacity [102].
On the other hand, a pure ray-tracing based channel mod-
eling for VLCs has recently presented in [106]. In order
to express the CIR h(t) of NDLoS indoor VLC links in
rectangular empty rooms of different sizes, the authors ex-
ploited the ray-tracing features of a licensed optical soft-
ware called Zemax R© [121]. Originally, Zemax R© is windows-
based software able to create a three-dimensional (3D) indoor
environment where the main purpose of such software is
optical and illumination system design. The data which are
created by Zemax R© are imported into Matlab R© to produce
the CIR h(t) through considering a proper normalization. The
same work has been extended to consider empty rooms with L-
shaped and circular shape, furnished rooms, and different wall
materials, i.e., brick, wood, and plaster [107]. This approach
has been validated against the recursive model in [114] as
shown in Fig. 6. It can be observed that the CIRs are almost
identical when considering first three reflections, i.e., k=3. The
small differences between the tails are due to the fact that
light source which is used in [107] and [109] is a commercial
light source and not ideal Lambertian, unlike the theoretical
light source in [114]. More generalized study for indoor VLC
channel modeling is conducted in [108] including 15 different
NDLoS links. The latter studies have demonstrated that the
presence of furniture leads to decrease channel DC gain H(0)
and Drms. Furthermore, based on comparisons between WIRC
and VLC channels, the results further reveal that, for the
same configurations, DC gain and Drms of WIRC channels
are larger than that of VLC channels. In [109], ray-tracing
using Zemax R© has been used for VLC channel modeling
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Fig. 6. Comparison of GBDM based on ray-tracing in [107] with recursive
model in [114].
considering k = 8 in the case of purely diffuse reflections
and k = 14 in the case of mostly specular reflections. In
that study, the relation between coherence bandwidth Bc and
Drms (for IR and visible light channels) was expressed through
curve-fitting. While the authors in [77] have extended the work
in [109] to model the PL of visible light channels. Based on the
above facts, ray-tracing requires a detailed description of the
propagation environment and consequently cannot be easily
generalized to a wider class of scenarios, therefore, it is also
considered as a site-specific model.
2) Stochastic Channel Models: In stochastic models, the
impulse responses of OWC channels are characterized by the
law of wave propagation applied to specific OTx, ORx, and
scatterer geometries, which are predefined in a stochastic fash-
ion according to certain probability distributions. Compared
to the deterministic, the stochastic approach offers increased
flexibility, reduced computational complexity, and considered
as non site-specific but with lower accuracy.
a) GBSM:
1) The Spherical Model: This model was proposed to
model WIRCs channels that utilizing diffused link configu-
rations. The model provides a quick rule of thumb in order
to approximate prediction of optical wireless channel PL and
H(f) for the higher order reflections in indoor environments
[61], [103], [104]. This model is inspired by the traditional
approach of integrating sphere (IS) photometry which is in-
troduced in [122]. A simple analytic formula for CIR h(t) is
derived from the integrating sphere and scaled to a specific
room as detailed in [103]. Still, the LoS CIR h0(t) can be
computed using (12). While, according to spherical model,
the diffused CIR hdiff(t) is given as [10]
hdiff(t) =
Hdiff
τ
exp(−t/τ). (19)
Apparently, the CIR hdiff(t) is exponential with decay
time τ . The term Hdiff denotes diffused channel gain, which
is expressed as
Hdiff =
AR
Aroom
ρ
〈ρ〉 . (20)
Here, the paramerers Aroom and 〈ρ〉 denote the room area and
the average reflectivity, respectively. The latter parameter is
defined as [61]
〈ρ〉 = 1
Aroom
∑
i
∆Ai × ρi. (21)
Here, the individual reflectivity ρi of the cells weighted by
their individual areas ∆Ai. Furthermore, the corresponding
channel PL and H(f) have been derived. By using spherical
model, it is shown that a highly reflective geometry resulting
in a high delay spread, hence low channel bandwidth. In
contrast, if the geometry reflectivity is low, this leads to low
delay spread and thus high channel bandwidth. The reliability
of the spherical model for WIRC channels for the higher
order reflections has been confirmed by stochastic based ray-
tracing simulation, which takes all diffuse reflections into
account [61], [103]. The spherical model, on the other hand,
has been employed to investigate VLC channel characteristics
based on a new design of LED lighting [123]. While in [124],
the accuracy of the spherical model for VLC channels has
been examined compared with Barry’s model. The simulation
results showed that the impulse response of the diffuse portion
was overestimated when considering the spherical model.
Furthermore, the diffuse portion has no much influence on
3-dB bandwidth.
2) Carruthers Model: In this model, the channel
responses were generated based on geometrical modeling
of indoor environments together with an iterative technique
for calculating multiple reflections [125]. A comprehensive
study has examined the characteristics of more than 80000
CIRs of indoor WIRC channels, which are generated using a
channel simulator called infrared impulse response simulator
by iteration (IrSimIt) [126]. It has been demonstrated that
LoS channels must be modeled separately from those fully
diffuse channels, which have no such path. Compared to [91],
the study declared that the LoS channel gain following a
modified gamma distribution (MGD) for D < 0.4 m. While
the channel gain for LoS channels including all reflections,
follows a modified Rayleigh distribution (MRD) for most OTx-
ORx distances. The channel gain is measured in decibel (dB)
and the fitting process is carried out using chi-square (χ2)
goodness test. Furthermore, the study has recommended a
roadmap for generating a stochastic realistic impulse response
for any given OTx-ORx separation in an indoor environment.
On the other hand, the authors in [127] have followed the
similar methodology to that used in [125] to model the channel
gain and Drms of diffuse channels. They showed that the
shifted lognormal distribution was the best distributions to
model diffuse channel gains while the gamma distribution was
the best for diffuse Drms.
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3) RS-GBSMs: These models are widely used in RF
channel modeling, e.g., [128]–[130]. In this model, the effec-
tive scatterers are located on regular shapes, such as a ring, an
ellipse [69] or even a combination of both as reported in [128],
in case of two-dimensional (2D) models. While in case of 3D
models, the effective scatterers are lying on a sphere or an
ellipsoid, e.g., [129], [130]. Different from physical scatterers,
an effective scatterer may include several physical scatterers
which are unresolvable in delay and angle domains [130]. RS-
GBSM is a mathematically tractable approach, therefore, it has
been employed in VLCs. The authors in [131] used the one-
ring model to investigate indoor VLC channel characteristics.
The results have been verified with [75] (configuration A).
In [111], a combined two-ring and an ellipse model was
proposed to model indoor VLC channels. The simulation has
shown comparable results with [58] up to three reflections.
b) Non-GBSMs:
1) Monte Carlo Algorithm (MCA): After a year of in-
troducing DUSTIN algorithm, the same working group has
introduced MCA in order to further reduce the intensive com-
putational effort required to compute the CIR h(t) for indoor
WIRC channels [100]. In MCA, the generalized Lambertian
radiation pattern is assumed and the same link configurations
in [87] and [75] (configuration A), are employed in order to
compare the results. The simulation in this method is neither
sliced into a number of reflections as in [75], nor in time
steps as in [87]. It can be implemented through three steps:
ray generation, wall processing, and calculation of the PD
response. MCA allows evaluation of impulse response for not
only Lambertian (m ≥ 1) but also specular reflections. The
computational complexity and simulation time of Monte Carlo
approach is less compared with the recursive and DUSTN
models [117]. However, the main drawback of MCA is that,
for a regular sized room, it requires to send many more rays
than the number that will be received. This is because that not
all rays will be intercepted by the ORx. Therefore, the same
working group has developed MCA approach as detailed in
the next subsection.
2) Modified Monte Carlo algorithm (MMCA): The
authors in [100] developed MCA and came up with a mixed
ray-tracing-Monte Carlo algorithm for simulating multipath
response for indoor WIRC channels [101]. The new method
called modified Monte Carlo algorithm (MMCA) which is
faster and more accurate than classic Monte Carlo method.
This is due that MMCA ensures that each ray contributes
to the final channel response function each time it bounces
off an obstacle. MMCA was more accurate and faster enough
to calculate the room dispersion within few minutes, which
is 20 times faster than DUSTIN algorithm [68]. In contrast
with the recursive model [75], MMCA, is faster and more
concise algorithm to simulate the CIR h(t) for indoor WIRC
channels. Its computational complexity is kNNr, where Nr
is the number of rays [132]. MMCA is preferable in terms of
reliability but might be less efficient than cavity model [61].
In [133], MMCA is extended to examine Phong reflection
model that presented in [134]. Simulation results showed that
the use of Phong model can lead to differences compared to
Lambert model in the evaluation of the impulse response when
surfaces exhibit a high specular component. Furthermore, the
discretization error due to the number of random rays produces
an error in computing the impulse response in MMCA. It has
been verified that the error is proportional to 1/
√
Nr [135]. An
algorithm for estimating the error in computing the impulse
response has been reported in [136]. The latter algorithm
can account for any number of reflected paths, irregularly
shaped rooms, furniture, specular and diffuse reflectors. The
use of bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF)
on MMCA is reported in [137]. This is allowed for more
general and accurate modeling of the reflection properties of
the different reflecting surfaces. In terms of channel modeling
of WIRCs in transportation means, the authors in [78] adopted
Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulation in order to estimate the PL
of WIRC channels inside an aircraft cabin. The simulation is
performed based on a geometric computer-aided design (CAD)
cabin model. On the other hand, in terms of VLCs, MMCA
based on the Lambert-Phong pattern for single source and
multiple source systems is presented in [138]. The simulation
results showed that when using the Lambert-Phong reflection
pattern, the calculation becomes linear to the number of
reflections and the computation complexity is decreased.
3) Modified Ceiling Bounce Model (MCBM): The
traditional CBM, however, ignored (as an approximation) the
contribution of the walls to the total CIR h(t). Therefore, the
authors in [105] developed a modified CBM (MCBM) based
on combining the traditional CBM in [67] with the stochastic
model in [91]. MCBM presents a more accurate CIR h(t)
with less computational complexity compared to the traditional
CBM [112].
4) HAYASAKA-ITO Model: According to this model,
the CIR h(t) of WIRC channels is decomposed into primary
reflection h1(t) (k = 1) impulse response and higher-order
reflections hhigh(t) (k > 3) impulse response [86]. Based
on the used link design, the second-order reflection has been
neglected. The authors have selected Gamma distribution to
model h1(t) and hence the normalized impulse response is
given as [10]
h1(t) =
β−α
Γ(α)
tα−1 exp(− t
β
). (22)
Here, Γ(α) is the Gamma function while α and β are char-
acteristic parameters related to the physical parameters of the
channel. On the other hand, hhigh(t) has been modeled using
spherical model that was mentioned previously. The most
important outcomes of HAYASAKA-ITO model, that it has
demonstrated that the bandwidth characteristics are dominated
by the response of the primary reflection rather than the higher-
order reflections, and the PL within the communications range
does not depends on the FoV of the ORx.
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VI. OUTDOOR OWCS CHANNEL MODELS AND
MEASUREMENTS
There is a wide diversity in the field of outdoor OWCs ap-
plications including IR free space communications and VLCs.
IR free space communication is mature technology and IR
free space channels have been comprehensively studied [10].
However, outdoor VLC applications have become a hot topic
recently, especially in vehicular ad hoc networks. Vehicular
networks enable the cars to exchange information that may be
useful in facilitating road safety in order to create an accident-
free environment. Over the last few years, we have witnessed
many research efforts towards the adaptation of R2V, V2R, and
V2V communications to the intelligent transportation systems
(ITS). Furthermore, nowadays, the research efforts have been
directed towards what so-called vehicle to everything (V2X)
technology. This includes V2V, R2V, V2R, vehicle-to-device
(V2D), vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P), vehicle-to-home (V2H),
and vehicle-to-grid (V2G) communications [139].
Recently, vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) technology
provides tremendous potential to improve road safety, traffic
efficiency, and ensure the safety and convenience of drivers,
passengers, and pedestrians [140]. VANET utilizes dedicated
short-range communication/wireless access in vehicular envi-
ronment (DSRC/WAVE) standard for fast data communica-
tion [71]. In order to implement DSRC/WAVE, new hardware
need to be added. However, adding more hardware to the
infrastructures and cars is always an issue in terms of cost and
power consumption. Therefore, the idea is to take advantage
of VLC technology in vehicular communications to introduce
what so-called vehicular VLCs (VVLCs). In order to adopt
VLCs in the ITS, detailed knowledge about the underlying
propagation channel is indispensable to get optimum link
design and performance evaluation.
GBDMs have been widely used in VVLCs in terms of R2V
scenarios, such as traffic light control at intersections [141]–
[145] considering only the LoS channel between the OTx and
the ORx. A deterministic VVLC V2V and V2R channel mod-
els based on the ray-tracing method was proposed in [110],
[146]. This model requires a detailed and time-consuming
description of the propagation environment and consequently
cannot be easily generalized to a wider class of scenarios. The
authors in [147] used geometry-based road-surface reflection
model, which considers LoS and NLoS components. The latter
model ignored all other reflections except that reflected off the
road-surface, i.e., asphalt. Furthermore, the model utilized a
market weighted headlamp (i.e., tungsten halogen headlamp)
beam pattern model rather than LED-based Lambertian radi-
ation pattern. The same authors have extended the previous
model to establish a 2×2 VVLC MIMO system [148]. Most
recently, the authors in [149] have proposed a RS-GBSM
for VVLC channels, which has the ability to consider the
LoS and NLoS components. The proposed model has already
considered the light that reflected off moving vehicles around
the OTx and ORx and the stationary roadside environments.
On the other hand, in terms of VVLC channel measure-
ments, it has been noticed that there is a considerable amount
of channel measurements campaigns available in the literature.
The feasibility of realizing VVLC networks in daytime con-
ditions has been examined in [150] under constraints posed
by noise, interference, and multipath. Commercial WLEDs
and PDs have been utilized, and in order to increase the
robustness against ambient noise, the PD has been amounted
inside a case with a front aperture where a 4x zoom op-
tical lens has been placed. Based on testbed measurements
and simulations, the reachability and latency for V2V, R2V,
and V2R communications scenarios have been investigated.
The authors in [151] have developed VVLC prototype based
on direct sequence spread spectrum/sequence inverse keying
(DSSS/SIK) modulation technique to minimize the effect of
external noise sources. By using commercial WLEDs and PIN
PD, the simulation experimental results have demonstrated that
it is feasible to achieve more than 40 m LoS communication
range for low data rate applications even in the presence of sig-
nificant optical noise levels. In [63], the authors proposed using
a maximal ratio combining (MRC)-based receiver diversity
technology in VVLC to improve the system performance and
increase transmission distance. The measurements carried out
using a testbed composed of commercial RGB LED or WLED
and two commercial APDs on a clear summer night (no
sunlight noise) to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
VVLC LoS link over 100 m. Most recently, four LEDs traffic
lights R2V testbed has been presented in [152] utilizing red
LEDs and Si wideband amplified detector operating in the
daytime condition. System performance has been investigated
over three trajectories, i.e., forward, right turn, and left turn.
The proposed system based on spread spectrum/pulse-position
modulation (PPM) modulation technique. The experimental
results showed that the proposed system can achieve seamless
switching between four-way LED traffic lights at the intersec-
tion over up to 15 m.
According to the literature, there are still many remaining
challenges that are not yet addressed in VVLC systems. Such
challenges include weather conditions impact, temperature,
and multipath interference. Therefore, further theoretical and
experimental work are necessary.
VII. UNDERWATER OWCS (UOWCS) CHANNEL MODELS
AND MEASUREMENTS
Underwater communications (UWCs) refer to transmitting
data in water environment by the means of wireless carriers,
i.e., RF, acoustic waves, and optical waves. UWCs based
RF require huge antenna size, costly, and energy-consuming
transceivers in fresh water and suffers from high attenuation
in seawater due to the conductivity of seawater. Thus, the
best alternatives to UWCs based RF systems are wireless
acoustic and optical techniques. Acoustic techniques represent
a relatively mature and robust technology. The key advantage
of underwater acoustic communications (UACs) that they used
to realize a long-distance communication link range up to
several tens of kilometers [23]. However, acoustic commu-
nications have limited bandwidth (typically on the order of
Kbps), limited data rates, and significant latency due to the
slow propagation speed of the sound wave in the water (about
1500 m/s for pure water at 20 Celsius) [153]. In recent years,
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there is growing research activities in UWCs and underwater
sensor networks (UWSN) that require high-speed and reliable
links for underwater missions such as employing robotics,
AUV, and remotely-operated vehicles (ROV). This triggers
the demand for UOWC links exploiting the fact that the
ocean is relatively transparent in the visible light spectrum
and attenuation property takes its minimum value in the blue-
green spectral range (450 – 550 nm). Compared to UACs,
UOWCs offer higher transmission data rates (on the order
of Mbps to Gbps), low latency, higher energy efficiency,
lowest implementation costs, and also has much less impact on
marine animal life [23], [71], [154]. Therefore, UOWC have
been suggested as a viable alternative or complementary to
the existing UAC systems. However, UOWC realize shorter
communication links on the order of 100 – 200 m, and up to
300 m in the clearest water [155]. As a matter of fact, since
they utilize the visible band, UOWCs have been referred to
in the recent literature as underwater visible light communi-
cations (UVLCs).
The characteristics of aquatic channels are determined by
the optical properties of water, objects, and suspended parti-
cles. Examples of such water properties are pressure, the flow,
temperature, and salinity, in addition to the size of objects.
Consequently, underwater channels considered as the most
complex and harsh channels in nature [156]. For simplicity,
several researchers utilized the Beer-Lambert’s law to model
the LoS UOWC channels [157]–[159]. According to Beer-
Lambert’s law, the attenuation loss (i.e., PL) is calculated
by [154]
PLBL (optical dB) = 10 log10 exp (−κ(λ)D) . (23)
Here, D is the OTx-ORx distance and κ(λ) stands for the at-
tenuation coefficient. However, Beer-Lambert model has been
reported as inaccurate since it contains implicit assumptions
make it overestimates the PL [160]. Alternatively, underwater
light propagation is modeled by the radiative transfer equa-
tion (RTE) which expresses the energy conservation of a light
wave traversing a scattering medium. The vector RTE is given
as [24]
[
1
c
∂
∂t
+ n · ∇
]
I(t, r,n) =
∫
4pi
ξ(r,n,n′) I(r,n,n′)dn′
− κ(λ) I(t, r,n) + E(t, r,n).
(24)
Here, n is the direction vector, r is the position vector, ∇ is
the divergence operator with respect to r, I is the irradiance
in W/m2, E is an internal source radiance (e.g. sunlight)
in W/m2 sr, ξ is the volume scattering function (VSF), which
is defined in [24].
The derivation of RTE is complex and it can be solved
both analytically and numerically. Several attempts to solve
RTE analytically have been reported such as [161], [162].
In order to find the analytical solutions, a series of assump-
tions and approximations need to be introduced to simplify
RTE. Therefore, the analytical solutions suffer from numerous
limitations [163]. Instead, most researchers have focused on
developing a powerful numerical method to solve RTE. The
most popular numerical approach to solve RTE is Monte Carlo
simulation [23].
Monte Carlo based channel modeling has been widely
used to characterize UOWC channels [153], [164]–[167].
In [164], based on Monte Carlo simulations results, a statistical
inference process has been made to find the best-fitting option
for the CIR h(t) and Drms. The authors in [153] considered
five different water types of empty underwater environment.
The study investigated the effect of the ORx’s lens aperture
size, the impact of link distance, and the impact of the OTx
parameters.
Since turbulence is typically non-negligible in a practi-
cal seawater environment, the authors in [168] combined
stochastic model and log-normal turbulence model. Then the
performance of the proposed UOWC multiple-input single-
output (MISO) system has been evaluated in the presence
of weak turbulence as well as absorption and scattering.
In [169], the authors presented a stochastic model for UWOC
links by adopting the Henyey-Greenstein (HG) function as
probability density function (PDF) of scattering angle. The
study considered non-scattering and single scattering compo-
nents of UWOC links. The study in [169] has been further
extended by the same research group to take into account
multiple scattering components when considering long com-
munication distance and/or more turbid water type [170]. The
most recent work on UOWC channel modeling is presented
in [154], taking into account the presence of divers and
AUV to investigate the effects of shadowing and blockage.
The authors utilized ray-tracing Zemax R© tool to characterize
UOWC channels. Table V presents the most indicated UOWC
channel models in the same style of aforementioned tables,
but further considering water type.
In terms of UOWC channel measurements, an early exper-
imental work has been conducted in freshwater and coastal
seawater in 1992 [171]. The authors utilized three types
of lasers and two types of receivers to investigate spatial
and temporal propagation characteristics of the LoS UOWC
channels. The used lasers are continuous-wave (CW) argon-
ion laser (514 nm) and two CW and pulsed Nd:YAG lasers
(532 nm). While the receivers were APD and PMT. The first
utilization of LEDs for LoS UOWC is proposed in [172].
Two blue and red LEDs (450 nm and 660 nm, respectively)
have been used in clear ocean water and turbid water. The
experimental work demonstrated that a 10 Mbps can be
achieved over ranges up to 20 m in dark clear ocean water
considering APD at the receiver. In order to verify the Monte
Carlo approach for UOWC channel modeling, an experimental
testbed that consists of a 2 m water pipe has been reported
in [173]. The testbed consists of a green LD (532 nm), beam
splitter (BS), integrating sphere to measure the intensity of
the light transmitted through the water pipe, in addition to
APDs. Experimental results exhibited a reasonable agreement
in terms of channel frequency response in three different types
of waters, i.e., clear ocean, coastal ocean, and harbor water.
The authors in [174] presented a similar verification of Monte
Carlo approach utilizing the same optical source and water
types in [173] but in water tank rather than a pipe. The study
investigated UOWC channel losses considering the distance,
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TABLE V
IMPORTANT UOWCS CHANNEL MODELS.
Ref. Year ModelingApproach Water type Scenario
Channel
Characteristics
Operating
Wavelength
[157] 2005 Beer Lambert Pure sea, turbid,clear ocean and gulf DLoS PL
LD
(λ= 532 nm)
[164],
[165]
2013,
2014 Monte Carlo Clear sea NDLoS
h(t), H(0),
Drms, Bc
LED
(λ=470 nm & 660 nm)
[153] 2013 Monte Carlo
Pure sea, clear ocean,
coastal ocean, turbid harbor,
and estuary
NDLoS h(t), Drms
Green LED
(λ=532 nm)
[166] 2014 Monte Carlo Clear sea, Coastal, harbor DLoS h(t), PL LED(λ=400–600 nm)
[167] 2015 Monte Carlo Coastal and harbor Diffuse h(t), H(f), PL LD(λ=400–600 nm)
[175] 2015 Iterative Coastal and harbor NA PL NA
[168] 2016 Stochastic model Clear sea DLoS h(t), PL LD(λ= 532 nm)
[169],
[170] 2016 Stochastic model Coastal
NDLoS
and diffuse PL
LD
(λ= 532 nm)
[154] 2017
Ray-tracing
(Zemax R©) Coastal
NDLoS
and diffuse
H(0), Drms, PL,
shadowing and blockage
Blue LED
(λ=450–480 nm)
ORx aperture size, and FoV. In [161], the authors have derived
a mathematical model for beam-spread function (BSF) which
describes the propagation of a laser source through water in the
presence of scattering. Then an experiment used to measure
the beam spread in a laboratory water tank to validate the
aforementioned model utilizing green LD (532 nm) in turbid
water. Besides the stochastic Monte Carlo approach, there are
also deterministic methods that can be used to solve the RTE
numerically but only a few researchers utilized deterministic
models as alternatives to Monte Carlo simulation. For instance,
the authors in [175] proposed a fast numerical solution for
RTE in order to calculate the UOWC channel path loss. Sim-
ulation results showed that the proposed scheme consuming
shorter simulation time while keeping a comparable accuracy
compared with Monte Carlo approach.
It is worth mentioning that in this paper we only consider
fully UOWC channels since buoyant channels are out of the
scope of this paper.
VIII. UNDERGROUND MINING COMMUNICATIONS
(UMCS) CHANNEL MODELS AND MEASUREMENTS
Underground mining industry considered as one of the
economic sectors that provide a significant boost to the global
economy. However, underground mines are one of the most
hazardous environments since they are composed of a network
of tunnels that prone to collapse. More hazards are encoun-
tered due to the presence of toxic gases and substances result-
ing from mining and production, associated with the presence
of dust [25]. Such environment requires reliable communi-
cations, monitoring and tracking systems that ensure safety
and maximize productivity. Therefore, preserving information
flow is one of the key challenges facing the mining industry
during mining operations. This information includes detecting
hazardous gases, smoke, monitoring mining machinery, and
most importantly, monitoring miners and locating them when
disasters occur. The most common communication systems in
underground mines are node mesh, leaky feeder, and through-
the-earth (TTE) [176]. Thus, information can be exchanged
through wired or wireless communication or a combination
of both. Wired communications utilize twisted pair, coaxial,
and fibre-optic. However, the structure of underground mines
is very complex. Therefore, wired communication systems
are very susceptible to be damaged. On the other hand, the
conventional wireless communication systems that are used
overground cannot be directly applied in underground mines
due to the high attenuation of radio waves in underground mine
galleries [177]. These challenges have inspired the researchers
to think beyond the use of the classical communication sys-
tems taking into account that poor lighting condition in under-
ground mines affects mining safety. This triggered the idea of
using VLC technology to get the double benefit of improving
lighting conditions and providing data transmission simultane-
ously in underground mines. In the literature, some researchers
have introduced infrared, Bluetooth, ultra-wideband (UWB),
and ZigBee to UMCs [178], [179]. However, VLC seems in
some aspects superior to the later technologies for short range
communications, i.e., 1–10 m [111]. Since the employing of
VLC technology in underground mining is still in a very
early stage, it has been noticed that there are only a few
researchers have focused on VLC channels characterization
in underground mines, such as [79], [180]–[182].
In general, the structure of in underground mines consists
primarily of two areas, namely, mining roadway and workface.
Therefore, the optical channel will be significantly affected by
the mine structure. In [176], the recursive approach has been
extended to investigate VLC channel characteristics in mining
roadway and workface considering miner-to-miner (M2M)
and infrastructure-to-miner (I2M) communication scenarios.
Based on [176], the same research group further extend the
recursive approach to investigate the optical PL considering
three different trajectories [79], [182]. A GBDM is proposed
in [180] taking into account the LoS component and the
reflections from the roof, floor, left and right hydraulic support
columns in coal mine workface. The study also considered
the presence and the effects of coal dust on optical signal
degradation. As VLC in underground mines still in early
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stage of development, very few experiment has been made
to characterize optical channels in underground mines. For
instance, the authors in [180] have conducted experimental
work to demonstrate the ability of VLC to deliver lighting
and information within underground mining environments.
On the basis of the above, it can be concluded that the
characteristics of the underlying VLC channels in underground
mines have not been sufficiently investigated yet and hence,
more research efforts need to be tailored towards this issue
especially for underground mines with complex structures.
IX. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS IN OWCS CHANNEL
MEASUREMENTS AND MODELS
This section is devoted to discussing important future re-
search directions that can be considered as guidelines for
conducting future OWCs channel measurement campaigns and
developing more realistic channel models.
A. New Communication Scenarios
1) Aviation Environments: The aviation industry is another
important area where OWCs can be applied. For WIRC sys-
tems, the PL exponent and the standard deviation of shadowing
have been determined inside an aircraft cabin for specific
scenarios [78]. However, channel measurements and modeling
in the visible light spectrum are still of prime importance. This
is due to the fact that VLC is a good candidate to connect
the passengers to the Internet of aircraft things (IoAT) in the
modern era of the aviation [183].
2) Smart Toy Communications: Smart toy networks can be
used at homes or entertainment theme parks [184]. They utilize
low-cost and energy-efficient LEDs operating in IR and visible
light spectrums to create interactive communications for toy-
to-toy, toy-to-smartphone/computer, and toy-to-environment.
Such technology requires careful channel management in order
to keep communication towards the desirable end devices.
3) Optical Body Area Network (OBAN): Transdermal op-
tical communications have become a hot research topic re-
cently due to the rapidly growing usage of implantable medical
devices (IMDs) [71], [185]. In order to establish a communi-
cation link through a human body, the optical signal need to
penetrate the skin layers. However, human skin is a complex
biological structure, therefore, characterization of skin optical
properties is an extremely challenging task.
B. MIMO VLC Channel Measurements and Models
MIMO VLC is a promising technology for future OWCs
networks. This technology has been attracting researchers’
attention due to its promising capability of greatly improving
link reliability and high spectral efficiency (more bits/s/Hz)
compared to IR LAN [10]. A 2×2 MIMO VLC configuration
was demonstrated in [186], while a 4 × 4 configuration was
presented in [187]. In this context, it is worth pointing out
that for indoor VLC systems with NDLoS (pure LoS), the
MIMO VLC channel matrix can be highly correlated since
IM/DD has no frequency and phase information. Hence, strong
correlation prevents reliable decoding of the parallel channels
at the receiver [188]. Therefore, reducing the correlation of
MIMO VLC channels and obtaining high spatial multiplexing
gains are still important topics that need to be addressed in
indoor MIMO VLCs.
C. Interference Measurements and Models
The SNR in (3) is used to evaluate link performance when
disturbances are primarily related to noise that generated by
the ambient light sources (the sun, fluorescence, etc ). On the
other hand, signal to interference ratio (SIR) and signal to
interference plus noise ratio (SINR) are metrics of interest
for evaluation of systems in the presence of interference from
neighboring transmitters. According to central limit theorem,
the interference should be normally distributed when there
are no dominant interferers [189]. However, the directionality
in VLC systems often leads to scenarios with dominant
interferers. Furthermore, increasing the level of transmitting
power is not an option to improve SINR since eye safety
regulations will limit the amount of transmitting optical power.
Accurate interference measurements and models for VLC
networks are still missing. Hence, it is important to develop
accurate interference models in order to study the overall
system capacity, energy efficiency, and throughput of VLC
networks.
D. 3D Channel Measurements and Models
Apart from the use 3D ray-tracing Zemax R© tool to model
OWC channels in [76], [77], [109], most OWC channel models
were generally proposed assuming that propagation waves are
traveling in two dimensions and therefore ignore the impact of
the elevation angle on channel statistics. However, in reality,
optical waves are propagating in three dimensions and hence
the variations in both vertical and horizontal planes should be
considered. 3D channel model is more accurate to characterize
OWC channels, particularly for short-range communications.
Thus, 3D channel measurements and models are necessary to
characterize OWC channels. It seems there is a good chance
to extend 3D channel models that done in RF, such as [129],
[130], [190]. However, optical properties of the surroundings
need to be considered.
X. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This article has provided a survey of OWC systems in
terms of evolution, features, channel scenarios, and propaga-
tion channel characteristics. Furthermore, we have compre-
hensively reviewed OWC channel measurements and models,
primarily in the IR and visible light spectra. The main optical
channel characteristics that affect the OWC link performance
have been studied, including channel DC gain, RMS de-
lay spread, frequency response, channel PL, and shadow-
ing. The study has considered a wide range of communi-
cation environments, including indoor, outdoor, underwater,
and underground. Both measurement campaigns and channel
models have been classified according to the environment
details, channel scenario, channel characteristics, the number
of bounces, and the operating wavelength. Finally, this survey
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has provided future research directions that require further
OWC channel measurement campaigns and developing more
realistic channel models before the actual implementation.
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